
Article no.:

♦ No acceptance of liability for incorrect usage.
♦ It is absolutely necessary to pay attention to the installation instructions and application range!
♦ Always store in a dry place!

♦ When laying several sheets next to each other, allow them to overlap by 10cm, press firmly and, if necessary, fix with a 
suitable tape.

♦ Don not lay over cables, protruding objects or other elevations, trip hazard!

Note
♦ Test the suitability of the product in advance in an inconspicuous place.

Re-usability

Disposal

♦ 3 Months after installation, the non-woven should be removed from the surface. It is recommended to protect the non-
woven from high temperatures and strong direct sunlight, as this could affect its technical characteristics.

The non-woven can de disposed of in landfills after use, with dried paint or plaster residues, in compliance with official 
regulations.

♦ Check the surface of the board regularly and clean if necessary
♦ If the covering cardboard is damaged, remove it and lay out a new one, this is the only way to ensure reliable 
protection of the substrate.

♦ Remove impurities from the dry caredboard covering before rewinding.
♦ Before re-use, check the underside for dirt and remove if necessary.

♦ Not suitable for porous surfaces.

Application range
♦ For covering flat, hard surfaces when working indoors, protects the substrate from mechanical damager and moisture.

PrimaCover Protection board

Installation instruction

Covering cardboard for universal use
♦ Anti-slip upper side

♦ Without plastic coating, 100% recyclable
♦ Neutral execution, without imprint

900092

♦ Not suitable for wet or freshly laid floors. Risk of waterlogging and associated negative changes to the floor.

♦ The substrate must be clean, dry, pressure-resistant, dust- and grease free.
♦ Existing floor heating must be switched off.
♦ Lay the covering cardboard on the floorand fix the edges and cornes with a suitable tape.
♦ Cut the covering cardboard at edges and corners with a safety knife.

Installation instruction
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